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1 Hardware Materials, Docs and Tools Needed 

1.1 Hardware resource 
Download  the hardware materials of the S32G RDB2 board, including the schematic, from the NXP 

public website www.nxp.com/S32G.  
The current schematic version of the S32G RDB2 board is 

S32G-VNP-RDB2-SCH-REV-D .pdf:SCH-47800, and the memory used is MT53D1024M32D4DT-046 
AUT:D 4GB LPDDR4. Design as shown below: 

 

Its datasheet can be downloaded from Micron's website: https://www.micron.com. Enter the Micron 
website, and after the registration is passed, you can search for it in support->Documentation->Datasheet. 

1.2  Related docs of memory configuration and test 

In addition to the datasheet of the memory, we may also need the JEDEC specification, which can be 
downloaded from the following address, registration is required: 

LPDDR4 Specification: 

http://www.jedec.org/sites/default/files/docs/JESD209-4.pdf 
In addition, you need to download the S32G data sheet, reference manual and hardware development 

manual from the NXP public network: 
 S32G2.pdf: Rev3, 04/2021 
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 S32G2RM.pdf: Rev3, 04/2021 
 S32GHDG.pdf: Rev7.1, 11/2021 
 AN12848: S32G2/R45 DDR Initialization and Calibrations.pdf, Rev3, 04/2021 

1.3 Memory configuration and test tools 

S32G's Design Studio has integrated memory configuration and testing tools. After installing 
S32Design Studio for S32 3.4 and related software according to relevant documents, create or open an 
existing project, and go to ConfigTools->DDR to enter the configuration page. This doc is based on the 
S32DS 3.4 instructions. 

 Install S32DS V3.4.1 and RTD2.0.0 HF04, according to the document <<S32 Design Studio v3.4.1 
and RTD 2.0.0 HF4 Installation Guide_v20210810>>(Owner: Tony Zhang, Chinese version).  

Note: S32DS 3.4.3 + rtd3.0.3 needs to be installed after Linux bsp32, please refer to section 5.3 for 
details. 

There are specific instructions in Help->Help contents->S32 Configuration Tools Getting 
Started->DDR Tool, please read it in detail, some of the following contents are repeated. 

2 Memory Hardware Design Requirement 
According to the document: <<S32GHDG.pdf>> requires:  

 Schematic design requirements: Table 7 – LPDDR4 Recommendations.  

 Layout design requirements: 7.1.1.2 LPDDR4 layout guidelines.  

Including equal length requirements (the equal length design should consider the length of the pins in 
the package), PCB material, line spacing ratio, via requirements, reference ground, Byte/Bit swapping, 
simulation, line length, etc. There are layout examples in the documentation. It is recommended to refer to 
the layout of the S32G RDB2 board.  

Before the design, the memory related circuits should be strictly designed according to the document, 
so as to ensure the correctness of the memory test. Most of the memory test errors generally have two 
possibilities: the memory configuration is wrong or the hardware design is wrong. 

3 LPDDR4 Basics 

3.1 Basic Knowledge 

32G supports LPDDR4, LPDDR4 is generally used in mobile phone and automotive applications, 
with lower power consumption (compared to LPDDR3 to save 37% power consumption), smaller 
package (generally multi-die design, more convenient layout), support for multi-channel, higher speed , 
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more flexible. The following briefly introduces the characteristics of LPDDR4, The characteristics 
reflected in the memory configuration tools are: 

 Supports multiple Channels (can support single Die and multiple Channels) (16bit per 
Channel), so it can support 1 Channel 16bit, 2 Channel 32bit and 4 Channel 64bit, since S32G 
only supports up to 32bit, so generally choose 2 Channel 32bit LPDDR4. 

 Each package supports multiple Dies, usually 1, 2 or 4 Dies.  

 Each Channel supports 8 Banks, so the address of Banks is fixed at 3, and the number of Banks 
is fixed at 8.  

 LPDDR4 is generally a single channel with a size of 2Gb to 16Gb, so if it is a dual channel, the 
size is 4Gb to 32Gb, that is, 512MB to 4GB. 

The upgrade of LPDDR4 to LPDDR3 also includes the following (the following are not reflected in 
the memory configuration):  

 Lower power consumption, higher frequency, higher bandwidth, larger capacity and more flexible 
configuration.  

 LVSTL's low-power interface design: Extending the interface to a higher frequency will consume 
more power. The LPDDR4 I/O interface signal transmission method has been significantly 
changed, and the low-voltage swing-termination logic (LVSTL) method is adopted. LVSTL 
(Low Voltage Small signal Terminated level), low voltage swing termination logic. The power 
consumption for the LPDDR3 interface has been reduced by half, and the operating voltage has 
been reduced from 1.2 volts for LPDDR3 to 1.1 volts.  

 Data inversion function: LPDDR4 has an additional set of DMI[1:0] signals. During read and write 
operations, LPDDR4 supports the function of data inversion (DBIdc). This function is realized 
by controlling the corresponding bits of the MR3 register when reading and writing. This 
function may be used in special application scenarios of some software.  

 Difference in CA: The CA pin of LPDDR4 has been reduced from 10 bits to 6 bits. The 6bit CA 
signal still contains the information of command, address and bank. Another change is that CA 
no longer supports DDR mode like LPDDR3, but only SDR mode. LPDDR4 adopts the process 
of CA training of CBT (command bus training). In this way, the timing adjustment of VrefCa, 
CLK to CS, and CLK to CA is performed. At present, the configuration tool will output the 
configuration with and without CBT function. The CBT function has passed the test. At present, 
the latest BSP has used the configuration with CBT function, so it is recommended to use it. 

 Added write command with ECC check function: A masked write command with ECC check 
function has been added to LPDDR4.  

 FSP (frequency set point) function supports fast switching between two preset operating 
frequencies. 

The differences between LPDDR4 and DDR4 are as follows (the following is not reflected in the 
memory configuration table): 

 Auto Self Refresh use Temperature-compensated self refresh (TCSR) mode，Partial-array self 
refresh (PASR)。 
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3.2 Inline ECC 
Memory subsystems, like any electronic system, can go wrong due to design faults/defects or 

electrical noise in any one of the components. These errors are classified as hard errors (caused by design 
failures) or soft errors (caused by system noise, or memory array bit flips caused by alpha rays, etc.). As 
the name suggests, hard errors are permanent, while soft errors are ephemeral. Although theoretically the 
majority of memory errors are caused by DRAM (which has large memory arrays that become denser with 
each generation of standards to shrink the process node), performing end-to-end protection from 
controller to DRAM is not a problem for the stability of the overall memory subsystem is very necessary. 

To handle these memory errors at runtime, the memory subsystem must have advanced RAS 
(Reliability, Availability, and Serviceability) capabilities to correct memory errors as they occur, 
increasing overall system uptime. Without RAS functionality, the system is likely to crash with memory 
errors. However, the RAS feature allows the system to continue operating in the presence of correctable 
errors, while logging details of uncorrectable errors for future debugging. 

One of the more commonly used RAS schemes in memory subsystems is Error Correcting 
Code (ECC) memory. The DDR controller can perform single-bit error correction and double-bit 
error detection on the data sent by the DRAM by generating ECC SECDED (single error 
correction and double-bit error detection) data for the actual data and storing it in the additional 
DRAM memory. 

The ECC generation and verification sequence is as follows:  

 ECC data is generated by the controller based on the actual WR (write) data. The memory 
stores both write command data and ECC data.  

 During an RD (read) operation, the controller reads data and corresponding ECC data from 
memory. The controller regenerates the ECC data from the received data and compares it with 
the received ECC data.  

 If the two match, no error occurs. If there is a mismatch, the ECC SECDED mechanism allows 
the controller to correct any single-bit errors and detect double-bit errors. 

This ECC scheme provides end-to-end protection against single-bit errors that can occur in the 
memory subsystem between the controller and memory. Based on the actual storage of ECC, there may be 
two types of ECC schemes: side-band ECC or inline ECC. In side-band ECC, the ECC data is stored on a 
separate DRAM; in inline ECC, the ECC data is stored on the same DRAM with the actual data. Inline 
ECC schemes are typically implemented in applications using LPDDR memory. The controller in Inline 
ECC does not require an extra channel to store the ECC, but instead stores the ECC data in the same 
DRAM channel where the actual data is stored. Therefore, the overall data width of the memory channel is 
the same as the actual data width. 

In inline ECC, 16-bit channel memory is partitioned such that a dedicated portion of memory is 
allocated for ECC data storage. When ECC data is not sent with read and write data, the controller 
generates separate overhead WR and RD commands for ECC data. Therefore, each WR and RD command 
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for actual data is accompanied by an overhead WR and RD command for ECC data. High-performance 
controllers reduce the loss of such ECC commands by encapsulating ECC data for several consecutive 
addresses in one ECC WR command. Similarly, the controller reads the ECC data of several consecutive 
addresses sent from the memory in one ECC RD command, and can apply the read ECC data to the actual 
data generated by the consecutive addresses. Therefore, the more ordered the traffic pattern, the less 
latency penalty such ECC overhead commands cause. The following figure describes the WR and RD 
operation flow of inline ECC. 

 
Inline ECC’s WR and RD operation flow 

S32G support Inline ECC: 
This section and all its sub-sections are Synopsys Proprietary. Used with permission. 
The main features of Inline ECC : 

• ECC parity (code) is stored together with the data without using a dedicated sideband memory device. 
• Inline ECC is a necessity for LPDDR4 due to device characteristics and device topology. 
— Inline ECC is supported with LPDDR4, DDR4 (BG rotation address mapping), and DDR3 protocols. 
• The supported memory data widths are 16, and 32. 
• For inline ECC, 64/8 SECDED Hamming code is used: 
— Data to ECC ratio is 8/1 

Therefore, after turning on ECC, the memory will be reduced to 7/8 of the previous size. Generally 
speaking, if the A53 core needs to run an operating system with ASIL requirements such as QNX, it is 
generally necessary to turn on ECC, and run operations such as Linux without ASIL requirements. system, 
it can be turned on or not, and the S32DS DDR TOOL tool can be flexibly configured, default enabled. 
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4 Hardware Design 
The memory test tool is required to work in the download mode of the S32G RDB2 board. The S32G 

supports two startup modes: 
 Serial Boot mode (from UART, CAN) is typically used for development and factory line 

programming. You can disable serial boot mode by blowing the DIS_SER_BOOT fuse. 
 Boot from external flash memory (from QuadSPI flash, SD, or MMC) is typically used in 

production devices. 

 

So on the S32G RDB2 board, SW10_1 can be set from ON to OFF, and SW9_1 can be kept OFF, 
which is the download mode. 
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(Note that if the rom code of S32G cannot be started normally from the normal device boot mode, it 
will automatically enter the download mode, so if it is set to boot from the device, but the device is not 
properly mirrored, or the device does not exist, for example, the SD card does not have insert it, it will also 
enter the download mode), the test tool will download the firmware used for the test to the internal RAM 
of the S32G for testing the external memory.  

S32G Design Studio only needs to connect the serial port to the S32D RDB2 board to complete the 
DDR configuration, configure the source file to generate and test, after the jumper is in download mode, 
connect the USB to serial cable to the computer and J2 UART0 of the RDB2, and then plug in the 12V 
Power supply, the power interface is J176. After startup, Rom code will enter the download mode, that is, 
you can start configuration, generate configuration code and test. Note that the S32G DS tool needs to be 
connected to the S32G board to generate the configuration source code.  

The hardware connection is as follows: 

 

 

 

 

5 S32G+LPDDR4 Memory Configuration and Test Steps 
The memory configuration and testing of S32G+LPDDR4 includes the following steps:  

1. According to the LPDDR4 data sheet and related hardware design circuit, configure the 
initialization DDRC register configuration parameters of LPDDR4.  

2. Run the memory test tool, initialize the PHY, and generate the memory DDRC register 
configuration code. 

 3. Run the memory stress test tool to test memory stability. 

Please notice: 

 The memory controller of S32G implements automatic training at boot according to JEDEC 
requirements, so it is necessary to configure memory parameters, but it is not necessary to use 
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memory test tools to test memory stability, but it is necessary to connect the board to generate 
relevant configuration source files.  

 Since the S32G has the function of automatic training (or calibration), this doc will not explain 
the details of the calibration principle.  

 The memory stress test of the tool cannot fully simulate the high stress situation in the actual 
application, so it is recommended to use a method close to the actual stress test, such as using 
the memtester test in Linux. 

5.1 Configure LPDDR4 DDRC Register Settings 

Take the example as S32G RDB2 board connected to 4GB LPDDR4: MT53D1024M32D4DT, 
use the DDR Tool of S32GDS to configure memory-related parameters, which generally include four 
categories: size-related, timing-related, impedance & ODT settings related and BYTE Swap related 
parameters: 

1. We need to enter the relevant size parameters in its data sheet: 

The composition of this LPDDR4 as follows: 
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So this LPDDR4 memory has 4 Dies, the first Die corresponds to CS0 Channel 0, the second Die 
corresponds to CS 0 Channel 1, the third Die corresponds to CS1 Channel 0, and the fourth Die 
corresponds to CS1 Channel 1. 

Its address table is as follows: 

 

So: Fill in the following size-related settings according to the table above: 

 Density per channel (Gb)= Device density(Per Channel Per CS)=8Gb 

 Number of ROW Addresses=R[15:0]=16 

 Number of Chip Selects used=Number of rank per channel=2:used CS0_1/CKE0_1_A/B 

 Number of Channels=2 (2 Channels S32G is 32bit, normally will link 1 piece 2 Channel LPDDR4) 

 Number of COLUMN Addresses=C[9:0]=10 

 Number of BANK Addresses=BA[2:0]=3 

 Number f BANKS: 2 to the power of 3, automatically calculated as 8 

 Total DRAM density(Gb) automatically calculated as：Density per channel (Gb) X  Number of 
Channels X Number of Chip Selects used=8Gb X 2 X 2=32Gb=4GB 

 Bus Width=M32=32bit: S32G is 32bit, normally will link 1 piece 2 Channel LPDDR4 

 

2. The DDRC controller clock of S32G is set to 1600MHZ, the actual output clock is 800MH： 
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Other timing-related parameters are generally designed according to JEDEC requirements, so the 
default values can be used without special modification. 

3. If the impedance-related parameters are designed according to the impedance requirements of our 
hardware development guide, they generally do not need to be modified: 

 

4. ECC setting, whether to enable ECC, the default is Yes, and other settings can remain unchanged: 
1/8 of the memory will be used when ECC is enabled: 

 

 

5. DQ Swap settings: 

The memory controller of S32G allows byte internal swapping. For the convenience of layout, byte 
internal swapping is generally performed, so the DQ swapping column should be configured according to 
the actual schematic design, but the S32G RDB2 board is not designed for swapping, so the default 
remains unchanged: 

 

If the customer's fan-out wiring design is the same as the S32G RDB2 board, this page does not need 
to be modified, otherwise it needs to be modified. 
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5.2 Use the Memory Test Tool to Initialize the PHY and Generate the 
DDRC Configuration Uboot Source Code 

Open a project and make sure there is a project name in the project drop-down box, for example: 

 

Enter the validation page of the DDR tool: Check Firmware Init test in Scenarios->init, and then click 
start validation, as follows: (Note that the serial port and the corresponding connected serial port will be 
automatically selected in the Connections column). 

 

A PHY init test was performed and the result was passed.  

Then click “Update Code” and you can see the generated source code on the Code Preview page 
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Finally, click the export icon with an arrow in the upper right corner to export the source code of all 
DDRC configurations: 

 

The export results are as follows: 

 

This part of the source file is finally used to replace the corresponding DDRC configuration source 
file in Uboot to complete the DDRC configuration, so using the DDR tool of S32DS to configure the new 
memory is obtained after connecting the board to complete the PHY initialization. 

The generated test report: ddr_report.html: will reflect Device Information (including Initial Board 
Settings, ECC options, and DQ Swapping setting, etc.), and the Mode Registers value reflects the setting 
of the MR register inside LPDDR4, if required When DDR manufacturers help to do TSA (Timing and 
Signals Analysis), they will ask to fill in, as follows: 

Mode Registers 

# value OP [7] OP [6] OP [5] OP [4] OP [3] OP [2] 
OP 
[1] 

OP [0] 

MR1 0x54 
RPST = 
0x0 

nWR (for AP) = 0x5 
RD-PRE = 
0x0 

WR-PRE 
= 0x1 

BL = 0x0 
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MR2 0x2D 
WR Lev 
= 0x0 

WLS = 
0x0 

WL = 0x5 RL = 0x5 

MR3 0x33 
DBI-WR 
= 0x0 

DBI-RD 
= 0x0 

PDDS = 0x6 
PPRP = 
0x0 

WR 
PST 
= 
0x1 

PU-CAL 
= 0x1 

MR4 0x00 
TUF = 
0x0 

Thermal Offset = 0x0 
PPRE = 
0x0 

SR Abort 
= 0x0 

Refresh Rate = 0x0 

MR11 0x66 
Reserved 
= 0x0 

CA ODT = 0x6 
Reserved 
= 0x0 

DQ ODT = 0x6 

MR12 0x4D 

CBT 
Mode for 
Byte 
Mode = 
0x0 

VR-CA 
= 0x1 

Vref(CA) = 0xd 

MR13 0x8 
FSP-OP 
= 0x0 

FSP-WR 
= 0x0 

DMD = 
0x0 

RRO = 
0x0 

VRCG = 
0x1 

VRO = 
0x0 

RPT 
= 
0x0 

CBT = 
0x0 

MR14 0x4F 
RFU = 
0x0 

VR(DQ) 
= 0x1 

Vref(DQ) = 0xf 

MR16 0x00 PASR Bank Mask = 0x0 

MR17 0x00 PASR Segment Mask = 0x0 

MR22 0x4 
ODTD for 
x8_2ch(Byte) mode = 
0x0 

ODTD-CA 
= 0x0 

ODTE-CS 
= 0x0 

ODTE-CK 
= 0x0 

SOC ODT = 0x4 

MR24 0x00 
TRR 
Mode = 
0x0 

TRR Mode BAn = 0x0 
Unlimited 
= 0x0 

MAC Value = 0x0 
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5.3 Generate ddrc configuration ATF source code (starting from 
bsp32) 

Starting from Linux BSP version 32, it is officially modified to use the default ATF startup mode 
instead of the default direct uboot startup mode of the previous version, so ATF will be responsible for 
DDR initialization. The corresponding DDR tool of S32DS has added the function of exporting ATF 
format source code. The supported version is from: 

 S32Design Studio 3.4 Update 3 

 S32G RTD 4.4 version 3.0.2 

1. Download and install tools: 

Assuming that S32DS 3.4 has been installed, download the updates package of 3.4.3 first: 

 S32G_ Development_ Package_ Release_ Notes_ 3.4.3. pdf 

 S32DS_ Release_ Notes_ 3.4.3. pdf 

 SW32G_S32DS_3.4.3_D2112.zip 

Then install as follows: open S32 design studio for S32 platform 3.4, click launch to enter workspace, 
click Help - > S32DS extensions and updates, and click Add update sites in the pop-up interface, Select 
SW32G_ S32DS_ 3.4.3_ D2112.zip. After decompression, you can see the packages that can be updated 
on the Available /update page: 
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Select these three items, click Install / update, and install the update according to the prompt. After 
the installation, close s32ds and reopen it. 

And then download S32G RTD 4.4 version 3.0.2: 

 ReleaseNotes_ S32CT_ 1.5U2_ S32G. txt 

 SW32_ RTD_ 4.4_ 3.0.2_ D2203_ ReleaseNotes. pdf 

 SW32_ RTD_ 4.4_ 3.0.2_ D2203_ SafetyPackage. zip 

 SW32_ RTD_ 4.4_ 3.0.2_ D2203_ SCR. Txt 

 SW32G_RTD_4.4_3.0.2_D2203.exe 

 SW32G_ RTD_ 4.4_ 3.0.2_ D2203_ QualityPackage. Zip 

 SW32G_RTD_4.4_3.0.2_DS_updatesite_D2203.zip 

Then install as follows: open S32 design studio for S32 platform 3.4, click launch to enter workspace, 
click Help - > S32DS extensions and updates, and click Add update sites in the pop-up interface, Select 
SW32G_RTD_4.4_3.0.2_DS_updatesite_D2203.zip, After decompression, you can see the packages that 
can be updated on the available / update page: 

 

Select this item, click Install / update, and install the update according to the prompt. After the 
installation, close s32ds and reopen it. On the install page, you can see the installed package: 
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As described in the previous chapter, select ATF in code generation in DDR view: 

 

After completing firmware init test, click update code. You can see the generated source code on the 
code preview page, and then click the key in the upper right corner to export the source code. 
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The export code is as follows: 
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5.4 Memory Test 

 

Since the DDRC of S32G supports the automatic training function of LPDDR4, it does not need to be 
manually calibrated. In this case, when the hardware design and configuration are correct, it is unlikely 
that there will be a memory error using the DDR tool of S32DS, so this test relatively speaking, it does not 
make much sense. Using Linux's memtester tool to test will be more stressful. If  you need to test, check 
and test on the verification page as follows: 

 

Other test items are as follows: 

 

Select Diags, check Diag Write/Read Margin test, start validation, after the results are 
successful, click Charts, you can see the simulated eye diagram signal diagram: 
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5.5       Other size LPDDR4 configurations 

S32G is generally considered to be connected to LPDDR4, and different memory sizes may be as 
follows 

Device memory/part number sample 

S32G LPDDR4 4GB 2CS(2GB per 1CS 32bit) 

MT53D1024M32D4 

LPDDR4 2GB 1CS(2GB on CS0 32bit) 

MT53D512M32D2 

LPDDR4 1GB 1CS(1GB on CS0 32bit) 

MT53D256M32D2 

LPDDR4 512M 1CS(512 on CS0 32bit) 

MT53E128M32D2 

   2GB, 1GB and 512MB size LPDDR4 configurations as follows： 

1. S32G+2GB LPDDR4 1CS(2GB on CS0 32bit) 
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This 2GB LPDDR4 has two Dies, two channels (one channel is 16bit, two are 32bit), and one chip 
select memory: so: 

 Density per channel per chips select(Gb)= Device density(Per Channel)=8Gb 

 Number of Channels=2 (2 Channels S32G is 32bit, normally will link 1 piece 2 Channel LPDDR4) 

 Number of Chip Selects used=Number of rank per channel=1:used CS0/CKE0_A/B 

 Number of ROW Addresses=R[15:0]=16 

 Number of COLUMN Addresses=C[9:0]=10 

 Number of BANK Addresses=BA[2:0]=3 

 Bus Width=M32=32bit: S32G is 32bit, normally will link 1 piece 2 Channel LPDDR4 

 Total DRAM density(Gb)= automatically calculated as 16Gb=2GB 
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2. S32G+1GB LPDDR4 1CS(1GB on CS0 32bit) 

This 1GB LPDDR4 has two Dies, two channels (one channel is 16bit, two are 32bit), and one chip 
select chip, so: 

 Density per channel per chips select(Gb)= Device density(Per Channel)=4Gb 

 Number of Channels=2 (2 Channels S32G is 32bit, normally will link 1 piece 2 Channel LPDDR4) 

 Number of Chip Selects used=Number of rank per channel=1:used CS0/CKE0_A/B 

 Number of ROW Addresses=R[14:0]=15 

 Number of COLUMN Addresses=C[9:0]=10 

 Number of BANK Addresses=BA[2:0]=3 

 Bus Width=M32=32bit: S32G is 32bit, normally will link 1 piece 2 Channel LPDDR4 

 Total DRAM density(Gb)= automatically calculated as 8Gb=1GB 
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3. S32G+512MB LPDDR4 1CS(512MB on CS1 32bit) 
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This 512MB LPDDR4 has two Dies, two channels (one channel is 16bit, two are 32bit), and one chip 
select chip: so: 

 Density per channel per chips select(Gb)= Device density(Per Channel)=2Gb 

 Number of Channels=2 (2 Channels S32G is 32bit, normally will link 1 piece 2 Channel LPDDR4) 

 Number of Chip Selects used=Number of rank per channel=1:used CS0/CKE0_A/B 

 Number of ROW Addresses=R[13:0]=14 

 Number of COLUMN Addresses=C[9:0]=10 

 Number of BANK Addresses=BA[2:0]=3 

 Bus Width=M32=32bit: S32G is 32bit, normally will link 1 piece 2 Channel LPDDR4 

 Total DRAM density(Gb)= automatically calculated as 4Gb=512MB 
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6 Debug of the Fails of Test 
 Failure during memory initialization and training (if it fails, it may fail during training at most), 

debug recommends the following: 

1. Check the memory configuration tool to ensure that the correct memory parameters are filled in. 

2. If there is an error in DQS2DQ of LPDDR4 and WLERR (write leveling) training error, please check 
that the DQ swap column of the memory configuration tool is filled in correctly. 

3. There may be a training error due to poor layout (such as the isometric failure), PCB board problems 
(incorrect and discontinuous impedance or impurities), or even memory quality problems. You can 
try to adjust the drive capability and ODT parameters. 

 There is an error in the memory test process, debug recommends the following: 

1. If there is a memory test error on some addresses, for example, the low address test passes and 
the high address test fails, make sure the row, col, chips select, and data bus settings in the 
memory configuration tool are set correctly. In addition, the high-order bits should also be 
considered. Address line connection problem. 

2. For power supply noise and glitches, please refer to the requirements of the hardware 
development manual to check the power supply and decoupling capacitor design. 

The debug flow chart is as follows: 
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If the impedance matching of the PCB is not good, or the quality of the memory chipset is unstable, 
you may need to adjust the impedance and ODT settings, and adjust on the UI interface: 

 

Match with the PCB. Note: The DQ bus drive capability setting on the DRAM side can be viewed in 
the MR3 register, and the ODT value setting can be viewed in the MR11 register. 

7 Modify the DDRC register settings in Uboot 
Please refer to the document <<S32G_Uboot_BSP29_V3-20210622.pdf>> (Owner: JohnLi, Chinese 

version)and above version, chapter 3.6.1 Modify DDR configuration. 

8 Modify the DDRC register settings in ATF 
Please refer to the document <<S32G_ATF_BSP32_V1-xxxxxxxx.pdf>> (Owner: JohnLi, Chinese 

version)and above version, to modify DDR configuration. 

9 Appendix 

9.1 A importance DDR TOOL bug Fix 
This issue has been resolved after installing RTD2.0.0 HF3. 

 Description:  
When generating DDR configurations for single rank memories with ECC enabled, the value of 
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ADDRMAP0. addrmap_cs_bit0 bitfield is not set to 0x1F. Instead of being marked as unused, the chip 
select bit is assigned on a position outside of the mapped address bits. Memory reads and writes are not 
impacted as the chip select bit is not actually used but the issue affects customers using their custom code 
within u-boot.  
Symptomatic:  
Wrong DDR memory regions size is reported by u-boot and system fails to start. The issue is only 
reproducible for single rank memories, when ECC is enabled.  
Workaround:  
 1. Export generated code to a temporary location. • S32 Configuration Tools 1.3 – December 
2020  
 • S32 Configuration Tools 1.4 – April 2021  
 • S32 Configuration Tools 1.4 Update 1  
  
 2. Open “board/ddrc_cfg.c” with a text editor.  
 3. Go to line 99.  
 4. Replace the generated ADDRMAP0 register value with the following:  
 
{0x403c0200, 0x0000001f},  
Affected versions:  

Next planned release: 
•  S32 Configuration Tools 1.4 Update 1  

9.2 Uboot DDR Test Tools 

Using a special pattern, you can verify data line connection problems: 

=> mtest -h 

mtest - simple RAM read/write test 

Usage: 

mtest [start [end [pattern [iterations]]]] 

mtest 0x80080000 0xA0000000 

Testing 80080000 ... a0000000: 

Pattern FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF  Writing...  Reading...n:     16:     15 

… 

or 

=> mtest 0x80080000 0xA0000000 0xaa55aa55 3 

Testing 80080000 ... a0000000: 

Pattern AA55AA55  Writing...  Reading...Tested 3 iteration(s) with 0 errors. 

=> 
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9.3 Kernel DDR Test Tool 

BSP29 currently does not integrate the memtester program, download and cross-compile as follows: 

wget http://pyropus.ca/software/memtester/old-versions/memtester-4.3.0.tar.gz 

tar xzvf memtester-4.3.0.tar.gz 

cd memtester-4.3.0/ 

source ~/bsp28/sdk/environment-setup-aarch64-fsl-linux 

vi conf-cc //change as follows 

/opt/samba/nxa08200/S32G/bsp28/sdk/sysroots/x86_64-fslbsp-linux/usr/bin/aarch64-fsl-linux/aarch64-fsl-linux-
gcc --sysroot=/opt/samba/nxa08200/S32G/bsp28/sdk/sysroots/aarch64-fsl-linux  -O2 -DPOSIX 
-D_POSIX_C_SOURCE=200809L -D_FILE_OFFSET_BITS=64 -DTEST_NARROW_WRITES -c 

vi conf-ld //change as follows 

/opt/samba/nxa08200/S32G/bsp28/sdk/sysroots/x86_64-fslbsp-linux/usr/bin/aarch64-fsl-linux/aarch64-fsl-linux-
gcc --sysroot=/opt/samba/nxa08200/S32G/bsp28/sdk/sysroots/aarch64-fsl-linux   -s 

make 

ls … memtester 

Then copy the binary to the board: 
root@S32G274ardb2:~# free 
              total        used        free      shared  buff/cache   available 
Mem:        3506144       96584     3378044         172       31516     3376476 
Swap:             0 
           More than 3G available, test 1G: 
            root@S32G274ardb2:~# ./memtester 1g 10 
memtester version 4.3.0 (64-bit) 
Copyright (C) 2001-2012 Charles Cazabon. 
Licensed under the GNU General Public License version 2 (only). 
 
pagesize is 4096 
pagesizemask is 0xfffffffffffff000 
want 1024MB (1073741824 bytes) 
got  1024MB (1073741824 bytes), trying mlock ...locked. 
Loop 1/10: 
  Stuck Address       : ok 
  Random Value        : ok 
  Compare XOR         : ok 
  Compare SUB         : ok 
  Compare MUL         : ok 
  Compare DIV         : ok 
  Compare OR          : ok 
  Compare AND         : ok 
  Sequential Increment: ok 
  Solid Bits          : ok 
  Block Sequential    : ok 
  Checkerboard        : ok 
  Bit Spread          : ok 
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  Bit Flip            : ok 
  Walking Ones        : ok 
  Walking Zeroes      : ok 
  8-bit Writes        : ok 
… 

9.4 Attached Screenshot of DDR Tool Test Items 
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